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 In the aftermath of the French Revolution,

when Napoleon was holding the entire Europe

to ransom, another revolution which was

destined to affect the history of mankind was

taking place in England. This was the Industrial

Revolution. Industrial Revolution refers to the

adoption of a system of producing commodities

on a large scale in huge factories. This was opposed

to the old system of making goods in the cottages

or workshops by the artisans. The first phase of

the Revolution was the appearance of certain

important inventions which revolutionised the

cotton industry. The use of steam helped to

abandon the old method of smelting iron by

means of charcoal. The coal and iron industries

made rapid progress. Then the means of

communication made great strides. Locomotive,

the first passenger railway (1830), steam boat and

use of electric telegraph (1835) came into

existence. In a period of about a hundred years

England was thoroughly transformed.
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NASA launches world's l ightest satellite

designed by 18-year-old Tamil Nadu student.

India once again broke a global space record by

launching the world's lightest satellite weighing

a mere 64 grams, called Kalamsat. It was designed

and developed not by professional space

scientists and engineers, but by 18-year-old Tamil

Nadu student Rifath Sharook and his team. The

tiny satellite, named after Abdul Kalam, was flown

by a NASA sounding rocket on 22 June, 2017 and

Kalamsat was the only Indian payload in the

mission. Mission director Srimathy Kesan that the

total flight time of the rocket was 240 minutes.

The satellite, assembled at her T.Nagar residence

in Chennai. The satellite was separated from the

rocket after spending 125 minutes in the space's

micro-gravity environment. Sharook’s project,

the first to be manufactured via 3D printing, got

selected through a competition, ‘Cubes in Space',

sponsored jointly by NASA and 'I Doodle

Learning'. The project aims to take the

performance of new technology to space.
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